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Look what I found in Kona Town
While the sky gets weary and the sun goes down
It's summer living, ooh it's the season
To get your body naked and then start screaming

Around the clock 'cause we don't stop
Ya 'gotta keep it moving like a porno plot
All the drinks fix ya, it's a perfect mixture
You lean to the side to get a clearer picture

I know, yes I know that I have played the fool
I know, yes I know, I'm so lonely because of you

Here come the night, don't forget to invite
All those girls with a horny appetite
Now, get risky on a holiday
What's the sense of working hard if you never get to
play?

So, give a luck with no politics
Turn yourself into an "X" rated lunatic
I like is daring, I keep staring
Got my eyes focused on the skirt shes wearing

I know, yes I know that I have played the fool
I know, yes I know, I'm so lonely because of you, are
you?

Heated evening starts to escalate
Rolling on and on till we evaporate
And I've been missing, ooh I've been missing
The way your body moves in those late night positions

I hit repeat on arena beats
Make my way through the crowd in the summer heat
The house is shaking, furniture is breaking
Wake up in the morning with my body aching

I know, yes I know that I have played the fool.
I know, yes I know, that I'm so lonely because of you
I know, yes I know that you've been lonely too
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